Classic Update Series

Console Rear Courtesy
Lamp Extension
(All Applications)

12 VOLT BATTERY - FUSED
CTSY GROUND

Automatic Transmission
Console Shifter Light
Harness (uses 1895 bulbs)

NEUTRAL SAFETY SWITCH
STARTER SOLENOID - S

B

A

D

C

Automatic Transmission
Console Neutral Safety
Switch Extension
Automatic Transmission
Console Back Up Lamp
Switch Extension

NOTE: In this kit, you will find:
1. All the necessary extension harnesses, terminals, and connectors that are
required to complete the installation of your factory console to your new AAW
dash harness.
2. All the necessary terminals, and connectors that are required to connect
the NSS and Back Up lamp wires found at locations 12 and 13 on page 3 of
your dash harness (510107 for 1970-72 or 510160 for 1968-69) instructions
to your column mounted NSS/ Back up lamp switch (Automatic on the
column), or clutch mounted NSS and column mounted back up lamp switch
(Manual transmision).
3. Simply follow the assembly directions on page 2 of this instruction set.
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INSTALLATION DIRECTIONS

For Manual Transmission cars.
Console Courtesy lamp:
1. Plug this console rear lamp extension into the mating connector at location 17 on page 3 on your dash harness (510107 for 1970-72 or 510160 for
1968-69) instructions. Snap the lamp socket terminals into the original location at the back end of your console, then install your bulb (not included).
NSS and back up lamp switch connections:
2. Route the NSS and Back Up lamp wires found at locations 12 and 13 on page 3 of your dash harness (510107 for 1970-72 or 510160 for 1968-69)
down to the base of the steering column near the firewall, and trim them to length.
3. For 1968 applications that did not use a NSS for manually shifted cars, you will need to connect these 2 purple wires together in order for the car to
start. For 1969-72 applications that utilized a clutch pedal operated NSS, crimp terminals D onto the trimmed purple NSS dash wires, plug them into
connector B, then plug this completed connection into your original clutch operated NSS extension (not included in this kit).
4. For 1968 applications that utilized a transmission mounted back up lamp switch, there should be a jumper harness with a rubber grommet molded
onto one end of it that is snapped into your firewall with a 2-postion male connector on the opposite end. If you are missing this harness and switch,
they may be purchased separately (CA70554 - harness; 01993307 - switch) from AAW. Take the light green and pink back up lamp wires from step 2
above, crimp terminals C onto the trimmed wires, plug them into connector A maintaining color continuity and function with the original jumper
harness, then plug this completed connection into the 2-postion male connector from the jumper harness.
5. For 1969-72 applications that utilized a column mounted back up lamp switch, take the light green and pink back up lamp wires from step 2 above,
crimp terminals C onto the trimmed wires, plug them into connector A in any order as indexing is not critical, then plug this completed connection onto
the column mounted back up lamp switch.
For Console Shifted Automatic Transmission cars.
Courtesy lamp:
1. Plug the gray wire from the Automatic Transmission Console Shifter Light Harness into the open cavity on the Console Rear Courtesy Lamp Harness
Extension. Snap the lamp socket terminals into the original location at the back end of your console, then install your bulb (not included).
2. Ground the ring terminals to the floor of the car in the stock location.
3. Plug the completed assembly into the mating connector at location 17 on page 3 on your dash harness (510107 for 1970-72 or 510160 for 1968-69)
instructions.
NSS and back up lamp switch connections:
4. Select the “Automitic Transmission Console Neutral Safety Switch Extension” (as shown on page 1) and plug the 90 degree 2-postion connector
containing the purple wires onto the NSS connection on your shifter assembly.
5. Select the “Automitic Transmission Console Back Up Lamp Switch Extension” (as shown on page 1) and plug each of the two 90 degree single
postion connectors containing the pink and light green wires onto the back up connections on your shifter assembly.
6. Route the NSS and Back Up lamp wires found at locations 12 and 13 on page 3 of your dash harness (510107 for 1970-72 or 510160 for 1968-69)
down to the NSS and back up lamp extesion harnesses that you just installed onto the shifter, and trim them to length.
7. For the purple NSS wires, crimp terminals D onto the trimmed wires, plug them into connector B maintaining function with the dash harness (Solenoid
vs. Neutral Safety), then plug this completed connection into the NSS extension from step 4.
8. For the light green and pink back up lamp wires, crimp terminals C onto the trimmed wires, plug them into connector A maintaining color continuity
and function with the dash harness (back up vs. fused 12v ign), then plug this completed connection into the back up lamp extension from step 5.
For Column Shifted Automatic Transmission cars.
NSS and back up lamp switch connections:
1. Route the NSS and Back Up lamp wires found at locations 12 and 13 on page 3 of your dash harness (510107 for 1970-72 or 510160 for 1968-69)
down to the base of the steering column near the firewall, and trim them to length.
2. Take the 2 purple NSS wires, crimp terminals D onto the trimmed wires, plug them into connector B n any order as indexing is not critical, then plug
this completed connection onto the switch at the base of your steering column.
2. Take the light green and pink back up lamp wires, crimp terminals C onto the trimmed wires, plug them into connector A in any order as indexing is
not critical, then plug this completed connection onto the switch at the base of your steering column.
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